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By Steve Badrich
HE CIA WOULD RATHER YOU
didn't read British journalist
Tom Mangold's book on the
late James Angleton, for 20
years their spycatcher-in-chief. Their
cup runneth over already. The recent confirmation hearings for CIA
Director Robert Gates replayed half
the things the CIA has missed or gotten wrong in recent years: Gorbachev's significance, those (non-existent) Soviet space-lasers, Soviet "influence" in Iran, the "KGB" plot against
the pope—it wouldn't quit.
Before these hearings, there was
the surprise Soviet coup attempt;before the coup, there was Saddam's
surprise invasion of Kuwait. The last
thing the CIA needs right now is Mangold's definitive demonstration that
their legendary Angleton was stone
crazy—lost in the funhouse of his
own destructive paranoia.
But "definitive" it is. Angleton's
plunging star left in its wake a trail
of loyal but badly burned CIA veterans. More than 200 of them talked
to Mangold, senior correspondent
for the BBC's respected Panorama,
or to his indefatigable Washingtonbased researcher, Jeff Goldberg.
These depositions shred the wizard's
persona Angleton affected for decades: the cadaverous, all-knowing
TS. Eliot lookalike, haunting subtropical Washington in his heavy
wool suits from Savile Row. The Angleton character in Harlot's Ghost,
Norman Mailer's just-published
1,280-page CIA novel, is probably
this legend's final avatar.
Still, Mangold's disabused account
of Angleton's career is fascinating
and important. In this year of the
Gates hearings and the CIA's postCold War identity crisis, it illuminates the agency's workings like a
magnesium flare.
Angleton first made his mark in
London with the Office of Strategic
Services, the CIA's wartime predecessor. (A confirmed Anglophile,
he never let it slip that his mother
was Mexican and his middle name
Jesus.) In 1945, his obsessive counterintelligence work earned him a
promotion to Italy. When peace came,
the only thing that changed for Angleton was the identity of the enemy.
A developing pattern: Mangold
doesn't dilate on post-war U.S. intelligence activities in Italy. But it's
worth noting that Angleton prodigally spent CIA and Wall Street slushfund money to influence the Italian
elections of 1948. The CIA feared
Italy's Communists would parlay their
anti-fascism into electoral success.
They didn't, and Angleton's illegal
operation set the pattern for the interventionist CIA of the Cold War
decades—right down to the cash infusions that helped elect Nicaragua's
Violeta Chamorro in 1990.
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Mole hunting and wild goose chasing
These post-war years also prepared Angleton's undoing. Back in
Washington, he oversaw CIA attempts
to crank up Contra-style resistance
movements in newly-Communist
Eastern Europe. Invariably, his infiltrators wound up captured, or dead
—often disappearing without a
trace. Angleton's task was inherently
difficult. His target populations were
exhausted, and Albania's exiled King
Zog, for one, was no Charles de
Gaulle. But Angleton rightly suspected another hand in the game.
He remembered how Bolshevik
counterintelligence wizard Felix
Dzerzhinski had penetrated Russian
emigre groups in Europe after 1917.
Through his "moles" (to use a later
term for agents burrowing within the
other side's operations), Dzerzhinski
had suckered the West into believing
that the Bolsheviks were on the
ropes and that an anti-Bolshevik directorate called "the Trust" was about
to assume state power. Emigre figures who re-entered Russia to assume leadership of "the Trust" found
out otherwise, too late. His own operation, Angleton recognized, was
mole-infested.
Defects and defections: He unburdened himself at frequent fourmartini lunches with British intelligence liaison Kim Philby, a real-life
version of Angleton's bogus stageEnglishman persona. When Philby

himself fell under suspicion after the
defection to Moscow of his friends
Burgess and Maclean in 1951, Angleton brushed off suggestions that his
alter ego might be a Soviet mole. He
stuck to this view after he took over
the CIA's newly created counterintelligence staff in 1954—stuck to
it, in fact, until Philby defected to
Moscow in 1963 to become the century's most famous spy.
Philby's defection left a legion of
dead spies on Angleton's conscience
and made him look like a fool. Suspicious both by nature and by the
requirements of his job, Angleton
began to succumb to the occupational hazard of the counterspy:
paranoia. He began to sense moles
everywhere. Every chance turn of
events, and eventually post-war history itself, became the ploy of a
diabolical new version of "the Trust"
—with Philby (by now a burnt-out
case living in Moscow) as the new
Dzerzhinski.
The core of Mangold's book is a
carefully-documented, case-by-case
review of the "mole-hunts" Angleton
conducted over the 10 years following Philby's departure. These hunts
trashed CIA relations with various
allied intelligence services, ruined
the careers (or lives) of loyal intelligence officers and threw away legitimate defectors on suspicion that
they were provocateurs—returning

at least a couple of them to the tender mercies of the KGB. In the process, Angleton destroyed morale within the CIA's crucial Soviet branch and

reduced his own counterintelligence
operation to paralysis, all without
catching a mole.
Angleton's chief collaborator in
this process was a rum character
named Anatoly Golitsyn, an unprepossessing lower-echelon former
KGB officer who defected in 1961 . (On
arrival, Golitsyn had been diagnosed
as "clinically paranoid" and "suffering from a form of megalomania.")

Angleton's
plunging star left a
trail of badly burned
CIA veterans.
To hold CIA interest, Golitsyn began
making broad-brush McCarthy-like
charges about KGB penetrations of
Western intelligence services. He referred knowingly to a grandiose, deceptive KGB "master plan." To hear
Golitsyn tell it, even the Sino-Soviet
split was a mirage generated by KGB
disinformation.
KGB-bumed already, Angleton fell

under the mental sway of the satanically confident, English-speaking
Golitsyn. Early on, he violated a cardinal rule of his profession by allowing Golitsyn access to CIA files. With
additional grist for his mill, Golitsyn
ground out additional charges.
British Labour politician Harold Wilson, Golitsyn decided, was a Soviet
mole. (This mistaken charge would
reverberate in England for years.)
Henry Kissinger was suspect. The
mole within the CIA—in a touch
Golitsyn might almost have borrowed from Kafka—must be named
"K-something."
Messiah complex: Gradually Angleton abandoned the grungy, plebeian world of real counterespionage: recruiting and running agents
and sifting through their take. Instead, he spent "thousands of hours"
hunkered down in his bunker-like
CIA office (kept in semi-darkness
and lined with huge safes and vaults)
over records of 50-year-old Soviet
intelligence operations. He recruited
a like-minded circle Mangold calls
"intelligence fundamentalists," in
honor of their belief that the Soviet
Union was unchanged since Dzerzhinski's day. The fundamentalists
shared Golitsyn's messianic conviction that false defectors would be
sent to discredit him. So when real
defectors started showing up in the
mid-'60s, they walked straight into
trouble.
The ablest was Yuri Nosenko, a
well-informed, upper-echelon KGB
officer who defected in 1964. Unluckily, Nosenko's welcoming committee
consisted of Angleton fundamentalists, who discreetly sized him up as
the false prophet Golitsyn had foretold. When Nosenko mentioned that
he'd seen a scanty KGB file on the
suddenly-famous Lee Harvey Oswald, Angleton's blood ran cold. If
Nosenko claimed the KGB hadn't
paid much attention to Oswald,
might not the reverse be true? Had
the KGB taken out a contract on JFK?
To find out, Angleton had Nosenko
sent to "The Farm," the CIA's training
facility at Camp Peary, Va. Here, CIA
bully boys spent more than two
years trying to break Nosenko with
a variety of psychological and physical pressures that amounted to torture. Nosenko was confined to a
miniature prison built especially for
him and was apparently given LSD.
(The CIA was busy promoting LSD
from a chem-lab curiosity into an
American folkway.) Incredibly, Nosenko didn't crack. His case came to
divide Angleton's allies from the
growing body of his in-house detractors.
By the early 70s, Angleton was
finally running out his string. Like
other establishment institutions, the
CIA was being buffeted by successive
shock waves emanating from Vietnam and Watergate. Congress, the
CIA's nominal boss, was stirred from
its sleep by the sound of skeletons
clattering out of the CIA's hall closet.
Newly-appointed CIA Director William Colby didn't want any guff from
Angleton, whom he considered a
Continued on following page
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cobweb-spinner and a fantasist.
In late 1974, Colby heard from reporter Seymour Hersh that the New
York Times was breaking a story
about illegal CIA domestic operations run by Angleton. One of them
was the defunct, misbegotten Operation CHAOS, which had computerindexed the names of 300,000 U.S.
citizens in an attempt to prove that
domestic dissent was being orchestrated from Moscow. According to
Mangold, Colby summoned Angleton out of his crepuscular office to
inform him: "You will now leave,
period."
Angleton did. Colby called in CIA
safecrackers, only to find that Angleton's vaults mostly contained meaningless trash and curiosa—including
40 separate studies of Dzerzhinski's
"Trust." But Colby's cracksmen also
found a trove of previously unknown
counterintelligence leads that Angleton had never shown to anyone. A
single slim file on a Soviet source,
code-named NICK NACK, whom
Angleton had dismissed as a "provocation," eventually yielded 20 leads
on Soviet spies in the West—every
one of which proved significant.
While still alive, Angleton passed
into history. Internal CIA reviews
exonerated his suspects and damned
Angleton personally for a decade of
counterintelligence failures. Angle-

ton himself, ravaged by alcohol and
nicotine and with flyaway ears, was
hauled up before the hot lights of
the Senate's Church Committee in
1975. Angleton refused to recant—
about anything. He may well have
gone to his death in 1987 still believing that he had been the victim of
Kirn Philby's deepest game. At his
memorial service, the poet Reed
Whittemore, Angleton's Yale roommate, read from T.S. Eliot's "East
Coker": "The world becomes
stranger, the pattern more complicated..."
Gates, the fundamentalist:
Mangold tells this horrific story with
scrupulousness and detachment and
leaves it to his readers to draw their
own conclusions. But detachment
may not come easily to American
readers, for whom this story isn't
over; Angleton's "fundamentalists"
are back, and Robert Gates is one of
them.
This fact has been obscured by
the press, which has simplified internal CIA politics into a contest pitting
antiquated zealots like the late William Casey against gray-on-gray
techie analysts like Gates. This is
wrong on a number of counts. To
begin with, the gang that has been
running the CIA since 1980, Gates
included, are zealots by anybody's
standards. William Casey, who managed Reagan's shady presidential

campaign before being appointed
CIA director, was as big a freak-forDzerzhinski's 'Trust" as Angleton
had ever been. Joseph Persico's
biography of Casey makes this clear.
Casey appointed Gates as his
executive assistant because he knew
that Gates was in sympathy with the
Reaganites' "Soviet terror network"
brouhaha of the early '80s—classic
fundamentalist paranoia with a few

The press has
simplified internal
CIA politics into a
contest pitting
antiquated zealots
against gray-ongray techie analysts
like Gates.____
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new bells and whistles. Gates is nominally an "analyst." The hearings
have provided abundant evidence
that he is also a ferocious careerist.
But the available paper trail strongly
suggests that Gates' personal vision
of the world would not have made
Golitsyn blush.
Gates' portentous yet wooden
speech to the Commonwealth Club
of California on Nov. 26,1986, is almost a parody version of fundamen-

talist thinking. The Soviets, Gates
told his fat-cat audience, covet Middle Eastern oil, the Panama Canal
and South African "mineral wealth,"
But most of all, they want to undermine our fundamental values at
home. (One almost expects Gates to
start in, like that general in Dr.
Strangeloue, about our "precious
bodily fluids.") Gates' conclusion is:
Reagan's Cold War II is a good thing.
And Gates is no aberration; in a
sense, neither was Angleton. For if a
vast, secret intelligence bureaucracy
is dependent for its very existence
on a threat represented by the Other,
then how reliable is its intelligence
about that Other likely to be, over
time? Tirn Weiner's recent Blank
Check explains where all those, inflated estimates of Soviet military
strength came from in the first place;
in a culture of paranoia and no-bid
contracts, the analysts' estimates
could only rachet up, never come
down. Anyone who persistently (and
correctly) low-balled the Soviets
wound up out of the loop.
And then there's the added warp
factor of ideological passion, which
Mangold may underestimate. Bill
Colby, the nuts-and-bolts operations
guy, did treat Angleton's interest in
"the Trust" with derision. But Colby
didn't see the absurdity—never
mind the horror—of assassinating
20,000 Vietnamese civilians in the

Phoenix Program, which Colby defends to this day.
And yet this sickening program
was a bonehead mistake, as well as
a sin. Streetcorner logic will tell you
that you don't win hearts and minds
by shooting people's sons and husbands. And sisters. But Streetcorner
logic is available everywhere, and it
comes too cheap for the spooks to
realize it's worth anything.
Gates' interrogators shouldn't imagine that the Grail of "objective intelligence," if it exists, can be found
by just anyone. It's certainly not
available to ill-made knights such as
Angleton and Gates and Ollie North,
who think their quest must begin by
suppressing the preconditions of
public truth, "glasnost" and democracy. In the meantime, the Senate
ought to listen harder to Sen. Patrick
Daniel Moynihan's (D-NY) proposal
to shut down the CIA and spin off
its functions to the State Department
and the military.
There are risks, of course. For
example, someone might want to
take the money we'd save and spend
it on the commonweal.
\m\
Steve Badrich is a writer and journalist. He also serves as a director of
the non-profit Public Information Research, Inc. (Box 5199, Arlington, VA
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Billy Bragg's strum und drang
Don't Try This at Home
Billy Bragg
Elektra

By Mark G. Judge
TOLD MY KDITOR AT L\ THESE TIMES
that I wasn't going to review the
new Billy Bragg album, and he
wholeheartedly agreed. Who's
left, we rationally reasoned, who
doesn't know what Billy's bag is? The
socialist singer from England has
been around for 10 years, released
some nine albums, fights for progressive causes, was inspired by the
Clash and Phil Ochs, etc., etc., etc.
Bill's PCness is old socks.
Well...bollocks, as Bill would say.
It's time to swallow our feet and doff
our caps, for Mr. Bragg has come up
with a corker of a disc. Don't Try
This at Home is as fine an album—
actually, with 16 tracks it's as fine a
double album—as you're likely to
find by anyone in pop, regardless of
their politics. (In fact, politics has
little if anything to do with it—"We've
been up all night moving the goalposts," Bragg sniggers to his bedmate on one track, and it's easy to
forget you're listening to the man
who brandished a "Lick Bush" sticker on his guitar in 1988.)
"I've always been impressed with
a girl/ Who can sing for her supper
and get breakfast as well," Bill barks

I

over his trademark washboardguitar jangle and a hook that drops
like an anvil in "Accident Waiting to
Happen," the opening salvo. For a
lefty darling like Bragg, it's a shocking, defiant send-off—he's a man
with urges and desires, and the PC
police can bugger off—and this time
he really does sound like it's do or
die. Soon he's ranting about "a dedicated follower of fascism," but don't

MUSIC
let the aside fool you—Don't Try
This at Home is about the war waged
between the sheets.
It's not new territory for Bragg,
who's his generation's most underrated writer of love songs. (Eight of
the 11 songs on his last full-length
Ip, 1988's Worker's Playtime, were
heartwrenchers.) This is often obscured by his trenchant, funny agitpop sloganeering, but Billy's at his
most poignant when his heart is in
more rubble than the Berlin Wall:
the reflective, melancholy "Trust"
examines the anguish of a woman
abandoned during pregnancy; the
jaunty, country-tinged "You Woke
Up My Neighborhood" documents
life after conjugal wartime; and in
the soulful "Wish You Were Her,"
Billy actually affects a Motownsmooth falsetto to condemn himself
for betraying his love by having a

toss with a bird who "provided bittersweet company."
Jesus, I can see it now: the PC
gestapo go insane. Our Bill, gettin'
busy with a woman who's not his
wife! Following the caprices of his
/us/? Pretending he's Smokey Robinson? (Oh, and he's a white male
Anglo to boot!)
Well, not to worry. There's plenty
here offered up for progressives,
from the pro-gay rights "Sexuality"
to the anti-Nazi 'The Few," in which
Bragg narrows the cross hairs on the
skinheads who "salute the foes their
fathers fought/ By raising their right
arms in the air." The irony of Don't
Try This at Home is that Bragg has

Bill Bragg, his
generation's most
underrated writer
of love songs.
evolved so ingeniously that Jesse
Helms would hum even the fellowtraveler songs for weeks before
catching the lyrics. Hey...maybe our
Bill hasn't forsaken the boycott for _
the bouquet after all. Maybe he's |
even smarter than I thought.
Mark G. Judge is a writer living in
Billy Bragg: breaking the rules, and let the PC police be damned
Maryland.
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